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Abstract This study examines the efficiency, interactions and
impact of a milk-run operator on a typical assembly line. The
idea behind the milk-run lies in organizing the material supply
to production areas using a specialized logistic worker travel-
ling in cycles between the warehouse and production. A
discrete-event simulation model was developed to evaluate
the interactions of the milk-run operator and a typical 10
workstation assembly line. We present an analysis of the var-
ious kinds of disturbances occurring in the production envi-
ronment (time variability of technological operations and sup-
ply cycle, delays of supply cycles) and management decisions
(takt time presence or absence, buffer capacity, supply cycle
duration) on the production stability and performance (assem-
bly line throughput rate, milk-run operator utilization, work-
station starvation and work in process). Recommendations for
designers of in-plant logistics are provided.
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1 Introduction

The arrangement of the material supply system within a plant
has a significant impact on the performance of the manufactur-
ing system [20]. Design of the manufacturing system should
be performed together with design of the in-plant logistic system

[26] and external logistics [25]. Decisions about in-plant logistics
have an impact on facility layout, buffer sizes, and work in pro-
cess (WIP) [14]. In the competitive environment of manufactur-
ing, elimination of the activities that do not add value to the
products becomes more and more important. Material handling
waste is one of Ohno’s seven listed wastes [19]. Eliminating
waste is the main principles of lean manufacturing [22]. A prop-
erly designedmaterial handling system can lead to cost reduction
from 10 to 30% [9]. The aim of the material handling systems is
to maximize material availability while minimizing handling and
storing costs, together with an increase in material handling
vehicle usage rate, improved safety and working conditions
and easing the manufacturing process [27].

The name “milk-run” originates from a milk selling system
[3] where a milkman used to travel from door to door accord-
ing to a specified repetitive itinerary replacing empty milk
bottles with full ones. The milkman returns to the dairy after
finishing his itinerary with a bunch of empty bottles. The next
itinerary starts the following morning at the dairy where the
empty bottles collected the previous day have been filled with
fresh milk.

Translating this to a manufacturing environment, a milk-
run operator (sometimes also called a milk runner) operates
over a certain area providing all materials to several worksta-
tions according to a predefined itinerary. Figure 1 shows a
simplified milk-run system. When designing milk-run logis-
tics it is important to define the appropriate area covered by
one milk runner and the optimal itinerary within the appointed
area. These decisions affect the supply cycle time i.e. how
long the itinerary takes, how much material should be carried
and further, how much material should be in the input buffers
at the workstations. The milk-run is applied to transport raw
materials, waste, semi-finished and finished goods between
manufacturing and assembly workstations and the ware-
houses [4].
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Thanks to the milk-run, logistics performance is improved
by effective usage of the transport vehicles, reduction of in-
ventories and their maintenance costs, increases in delivery
on-time, reductions of stock out at assembly lines, increased
capital turnover and it establishes a good discipline in logistic
operations (basis for standardization) [23].

The classic text on milk-run by Harris et al. [13] divides its
implementation into five steps: (1) development of a plan for
every part, (2) building of the purchased-parts market, (3)
design delivery routes, (4) implement pull signals and (5)
continuous improvement of the system (kaizen). The first step
is gathering the necessary information about every part (ma-
terials and semi-finished parts) in the system to define the
amount and frequency of deliveries. The second step is to
build a supermarket by designing maximum inventory levels
and rules for operating the market. Step concerns choosing the
vehicle type, capacity, time period and itinerary. In the fourth
step, the number of containers is determined. To sustain a
milk-run in a good shape, standardization should follow the
design step, supplemented by a small step by step
improvement.

The sections of this paper are organized as follows. The
following section summarizes relevant literature on in-plant
material supply systems, with focus on milk-run. The third
section describes a case study using a discrete-event simula-
tion model of a typical assembly line with 10 workstations.
The fourth section introduces various independent and depen-
dent variables together with experimental design. The fifth
section presents the results from the proposed experimental
framework. Our conclusions and recommendations for de-
signers of the in-plant logistics are presented in the final
section.

2 Literature review

A short literature review of in-plant milk-run can be found in
Kilic et al. [17]. Problems have been classified into three

categories: (1) general assignment problems, (2) dedicated
assignment problems and (3) determined time period assign-
ment problems. In “general assignment problems”, routes and
time periods are not known. In “dedicated assignment prob-
lems”, routes are known and time periods have yet to be de-
termined. In “determined time period assignment problems”,
time periods are known but the problem is in determining the
routes. The authors had concentrated on routes and
time periods, and had not considered other types of decisions.
As a result, it was concluded that it is more advantageous to
use milk-run trains in the multiple routed vehicles method
than a one routed vehicle method. Alnahhal and Noche [1]
investigated the routing, scheduling and loading problems to-
gether in the milk-run tow train to decrease the number of
trains, the variability in loading and route lengths and the
inventory holding costs. In that study, they did not introduce
any stochastic parameters and solve the problem using dynamic
programming and mixed integer programming. They also as-
sumed that kanban would not be used. Jafari-Eskandari et al.
[15] investigated a dedicated assignment problem for an auto-
motive supply chain with the objective function of minimizing
the total cost of transportation and inventory costs using
mixed integer programming.

A framework to design and manage the milk-run was pro-
posed by Faccio et al. [11]. Here, the impacts of the long-term
problems (kanban and fleet sizing) along with the short-term
problems (fleet loading) are combined, providing optimal set-
tings for the supermarket and management attributes.

A limited number of papers have been published regarding
the relation between the efficiency and the detailed configura-
tion of in-plant materials supply systems. A case study of a
milk-run in-plant logistics implementation can be found in
Domingo et al. [8]. The authors reported that thanks to imple-
mentation of the milk-run, intermediate warehouse stock was
reduced by almost 50%. Another in-plant milk-run case study
can be found in Chee et al. [6]. Here, discrete-event simulation
(Witness 2008 software) was used to compare the performance
of two internal logistics systems: push and milk-run with kan-
ban. Milk-run with kanban outperformed the push system.
Throughput rate was higher, average waiting times and flow
t imes were lower. In two papers , Bozer and
Ciemnoczlowski [5, 7], analyzed the distribution of con-
tainer locations and number of containers on the
production system performance and probability of starvation.
They found that increased vehicle capacity reduced the star-
vation probability to zero. Hanson and Finnsgård [12], with a
case study about replacing both the forklifts with milk-run tow
trains, and the pallets with plastic containers, reduced the work
force at the assembly lines and inventory sizes beside the
workstations. They also showed that more frequent deliveries
do not cause milk-run operator utilization rates to grow in
proportion. The optimization problem of a supermarket loca-
tion (as a decentralized inventory) with tow trains used to feed
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Fig. 1 In-plant milk-run system
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workstation was analyzed by Alnahhal and Noche [2]. A ge-
netic algorithm was developed to find an allocation with a
minimal total transport and holding cost.

Many studies on milk-run supply systems consider the
work as a scheduling, capacity or vehicle routing problem.
Sadjadi et al. [23] developed a mixed integer mathematical
model with a genetic algorithm for finding the optimal solu-
tion to all three problemsmentioned above. Emde and Boysen
[10] introduced a precise solution procedure based on nested
dynamic programming of joint tow train routing and schedul-
ing, together with a trade-off study between the number and
capacity of the tow trains and the in-process inventory near the
line. Satoglu and Sahin [24] developed a nonlinear mathemat-
ical model and heuristic approach entitled the Feasible Route
Construction Algorithm where the routes are constructed and
the service period is determined for the design of an internal
milk-run material supply system. Kilic and Durmusoglu [16]
praised the heuristic approaches for finding the optimum so-
lution for in-plant logistics problems. Meta-heuristic algo-
rithms such as the genetic algorithm, ant-colony optimization
algorithm and simulated annealing algorithm can be applied.

None of these studies examined the milk-run operator, its
behaviour in a production system, especially any delay in tour
commencement and its impact on system efficiency. In this
paper, with the use of a discrete-event simulation technique,
we examine the efficiency, interactions and impact of a milk-
run operator on a typical assembly line. The novelty in this
article lies in the comprehensive analysis of disturbances oc-
curring in the production environment (time variability of
technological operations and supply cycle, delays of supply
cycles) and management decisions (takt presence, buffer ca-
pacity, supply cycle duration). We propose a simulation-based
experimental design to explore how those six factors affect
four performance measures: assembly line throughput,
milk-run operator utilization, workstation starvation and work
in process. None of the existing studies has described the

milk-run operator and its characteristics as a factor affecting
the manufacturing system. Unique results from this approach
are the recommendations for designers of in-plant logistics
drawn from this study.

3 Case study—assembly line

In order to perform an efficiency analysis of an in-plant milk-
run operator, we developed a case study of a typical assembly
line. This assembly line is a close representation of a real-life
line with only some simplifications of those manufacturing
processes that were specific and would distort the results.
We assume that a milk-run has already been established with
a proper route and time design. In this case, one milk-run
operator serves one assembly line. The operator has enough
time to serve other lines but this is out of the scope of this
study, as external actions could only cause delays to events
relevant to the analyzed performance of the assembly line.
Those external disturbances will be considered as independent
parameters of the experimental design.

The assembly line consists of 10 workstations organized as
a U-shaped one-piece flow production cell (see Fig. 2). The
manufacturing process is organized in accordance to lean
management principles. Operators at the assembly line are
responsible only for performing technological operations.
All raw materials are transported to the line and stored in
containers. Containers are arranged in a proper order in front
of each operator. The three bins system is implemented. Semi-
finished parts are conveyed between workstations automati-
cally. The transfer time is 10 s. Buffers between consecutive
workstations have a finite capacity and a first-in-first-out
queuing discipline. The speed of the milk-run operator is con-
stant. The milk-run operator can carry an unlimited number of
empty and full containers. No breakdowns occur during the
milk-run tours.

Fig. 2 U-shaped manufacturing
line
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To simplify analysis, the operation time at every worksta-
tion was set at the same value of 10 min. Preliminary exper-
iments have shown that this did not affect response parame-
ters, because the workstation with the longest operational time
will be the bottleneck determining the performance of the
modelled assembly line. In addition, we introduced break-
downs to the line. Mean time between failures was set at
10 days exponentially distributed, and mean time to repair
was set at 2 h, also exponentially distributed.

The main focus in this article is the work of the milk-run
operator. At the workstations, materials are stored in bins with
a predefined capacity. The bin capacity was calculated on the
basis of the quantity of pieces needed to complete the produc-
tion plan within a specified period of time. This period of time
has to be equal to cycle time of the milk-run operator tour.
Each bin is labelled with information about stock keeping unit
(SKU), storage position in the warehouse, consumption posi-
tion (workstation ID) and capacity. A three-bin system is im-
plemented. The first bin is the one from which the worker
takes the parts for performing the technological operations.
When that bin is empty, the worker puts it on a shelf with
the other empty bins, and there it waits for the milk-run oper-
ator, which works as a kanban signal [18]. Then, the worker
starts to take parts from the second bin. The third bin is en
route to or from the warehouse where it is filled with a new set
of parts. The milk-run operator start the tour itinerary at the

warehouse by filling all empty bins collected during the pre-
vious tour. Then, the operator delivers the full bins to each
workstation according to a predefined itinerary, while
collecting the empty bins at each workstation. After visiting
the last workstation, the operator returns to the warehouse,
finishing the tour. This delivery system was designed with
use of the framework proposed by Harris et al. [13].

The simulation model was built in Rockwell Automation
Arena software. The simulation length was 60 working shifts
of 8 h. The warm-up period after preliminary experiments was
set to three working shifts of 8 h. All replications were com-
puted with a different random number three times. Statistical
analyses were performed in R.

4 Problem description and experimental design

Our objective is to investigate the influence of the behaviour
of the milk-run operator on the performance parameters of the
production line. The ideal situation of everything going
smoothly day-by-day does not frequently happen in many
manufacturing environments. In this study, we have introduce
several turbulences combined with system design decisions in

Table 1 Control parameters
Abbreviation Factor Factor levels

TT Takt time Present (1), absent (0)

CV Coefficient of variation 0.05, 0.15, 0.30

BC Buffer capacity 1, 3, 5

CD Cycle duration Once per shift, twice per shift

DS Delay of supply cycle start time 0, 0.2, 0.5, 1

DP Delay probability 0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5

Table 2 Main effects and interactions for throughput rate

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value P value

TT 1 6825 6825 1.7 0.1875

CV 2 2915205 1457603 371.8 <2.2e-16

BC 2 2506278 1253139 319.6 <2.2e-16

CD 1 627 627 0.2 0.6893

DS 3 6837367 2279122 581.3 <2.2e-16

DP 2 3498305 1749153 446.1 <2.2e-16

CV:BC 4 685062 171266 43.7 <2.2e-16

CD:DS 3 30879 10293 2.6 0.0494

CV:DP 4 80441 20110 5.1 0.0004

BC:DP 4 73861 18465 4.7 0.0009

DS:DP 4 1036767 259192 66.1 <2.2e-16

TT:BC:DS 6 51474 8579 2.1 0.0422
Fig. 3 Throughput rate (OUT) vs. delay of supply cycle start time (DS)
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order to analyze the effects using six-way ANOVA. The ques-
tion to be answered is whether they have any significant im-
pact on performance measures like production capacity, work
in progress, workstation starvation and milk-run operator
utilization?

Three manufacturing system design decisions that we
took into account are presence or absence of takt time,
buffer capacity between workstations and milk-run op-
erator cycle time. Another three decision parameters we
treated as disturbances occurring at the assembly line
are time variability of technological operations, time
variability of the supply cycle and delays in supply
cycle start. Below, we explain in detail all six decision
parameters.

1) Takt time (TT) is used to synchronize the pace of produc-
tion with the pace of sales [21]. If the cycle time (actual
time to complete the tasks in a single job at a single work-
station) is greater than takt time, the operation will be a
bottleneck and additional time will be necessary to meet
the production schedule. If the cycle time is less than takt
time, there will be overproduction or waiting time, where
the worker waits for the next takt time signal when he is
ahead of schedule.

TT ¼ T a

D

where TT is takt time, Ta is the net time available to work
per period, andD is the customer demand per period. Takt
time in the simulation model could be set active or

Fig. 4 Throughput rate (OUT)
vs. delay probability (DP) and
delay of supply cycle start time
(DS)

Fig. 5 Throughput rate (OUT) vs. coefficient of variation (CV)

Table 3 Main effects and interactions for work in process

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value p value

TT 1 0 0.1 0 0.9205

CV 2 242 121.2 23.9 9.168e-11

BC 2 47347 23673.5 4663.9 <2.2e-16

CD 1 0 0.4 0.1 0.7924

DS 3 202 67.4 13.3 1.930e-08

DP 2 79 39.3 7.7 0.0004

CV:BC 4 190 47.5 9.4 2.220e-07

CV:DS 6 71 11.8 2.3 0.0318

BC:DS 6 127 21.1 4.2 0.0004

BC:CD:DS 6 79 13.2 2.6 0.0166

TT:CD:DP 2 46 22.9 4.5 0.0112

BC:CD:DP 4 68 17.1 3.4 0.0095

TT:BC:CD:DP 4 79 19.8 3.9 0.0038
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inactive. If takt time is active, the worker waits for the
synchronization signal. If inactive, the worker starts a new
task as soon as possible.

2) Buffers (BC) between workstations are set up with a first-
in-first-out dispatching rule. The buffers in the whole as-
sembly line have the same capacity. Here, buffer capacity
(BC) could be 1, 3 or 5.

3) Milk-run cycle duration (CD) determines how often the
operator should begin the tour. In our case, the parameter
is set to either 4 or 8 h. Cycle duration determines the
number of parts in each bin of the three-bin system. The
longer the cycle time, the more parts in the bins and the
milk-run operator spends more time in the warehouse
filling the bins.

4) Managers are striving to minimize time variations in tech-
nological operations and the majority of studies cited in
the literature review assume that this time is constant.
Here, we investigate what happens when a time variation
is present. We assume that the time to complete a task at a
workstation is normally distributed N (μ, σ) with a mean
μ=10 min. and a standard deviation expressed as the co-
efficient of variation σ=μ×CV. The examined levels of
the coefficient of variation are 0.05, 0.15 and 0.30.

5) The delay of supply cycle start time (DS) represents all
unforeseeable events occurring during the milk-run tour,
which as a result affects the start time of the next cycle
(tour). These events are for example longer times spent at
the warehouse, various obstacles during the tour, break-
downs. We examined this factor in conjunction with the
milk-run cycle duration (CD) as its proportion. A delay
factor of 0.5 means that the next milk-run cycle will be
postponed by a half of the time of the whole cycle. We
investigated cases with supply cycle start time delays of 0,
0.2, 0.5 and 1 of the milk-run cycle duration.

6) Delay probability expresses how often a delay in the sup-
ply cycle start time happens. This factor was examined at
levels of 0, 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5

Summary information on the independent variables is pre-
sented in Table 1. There are two variables with two levels, two
variables with three levels and two variables with four levels.
The full mixed factorial experimental plan 223242 was de-
signed with 360 scenarios to study. All combinations of con-
trol parameter levels were investigated. Combinations with
either DS or delay probability (DP) equal to 0 were not inves-
tigated. Only experiments with both DP and DS equal to 0, or
both levels not equal to 0, were simulated. For each scenario,
three independent replications were simulated. The results
from 1080 simulation runs were used in a multi-factor
ANOVA.

The simulation experimental result was analyzed in four
perspectives: assembly line throughput rate (OUT), milk-run
operator utilization rate (U), workstation starvation (WS) and

work in process (WIP) level. The simulation experimental
results are analyzed using a six-way analysis of variance to
examine the main effects and interactions of the factors.

5 Experimental results and discussion

The experimental results are presented in Tables 2 to 5, sepa-
rated into the four dependent variables. Six-way ANOVA
analysis was conducted at a 95 % confidence level. Only
significant (P<0.05) factors and interactions are shown in
the tables. The factor with the highest F value and lowest P
value is considered as the factor most affecting the dependent
variable. All statistical analyses were done in the R
environment.

Fig. 6 Work in progress (WIP) vs. buffer capacity (BC)

Fig. 7 Work in progress (WIP) vs. coefficient of variation (CV)
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5.1 Throughput rate

The first analysis is the assembly line throughput rate (OUT).
Table 2 presents the main effects together with two-way and
three-way interactions. The maximum theoretical throughput
rate of the assembly line is 6 products per hour, 48 per day and
2880 products over the simulation run horizon of 60 shifts.

The maximum observed throughput rate over all the experi-
ments was 2816 and the minimumwas 2071. ANOVA reveals
that takt time and milk-run cycle duration do not influence the
throughput rate.

The most affecting factor is the delay of supply cycle start
time (F=581; P<2.2e-16). The median output for DS=0 is
2655, and drops to 2397 for DS=1. Figure 3 shows that a big
delay in milk-run operator cycle start decreases the throughput
by approximately 10 %. Another parameter that has a big
impact is delay probability (F=446; P<2.2e-16). Frequent
delays will reduce the throughput rate up to 15 %. It is quite
obvious that interaction of these two parameters DS:DP is also
significant (F=66; P<2.2e-16). The explanation is straightfor-
ward as the first parameter defines how big the part delivery
delay is, and the second defines how often this happens.

Fig. 8 Workstation starvation
(WS) vs. delay of supply cycle
start time (DS) and delay
probability (DP)

Table 4 Main effects and interactions for workstation starvation

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value P value

TT 1 0.000060 0.000060 1.1 0.2876

CV 2 0.005220 0.002610 49 <2.2e-16

BC 2 0.012455 0.006227 117 <2.2e-16

CD 1 0.010600 0.010600 199.2 <2.2e-16

DS 3 0.211447 0.070482 1324.5 <2.2e-16

DP 2 0.106261 0.053130 998.4 <2.2e-16

CV:BC 4 0.001269 0.000317 6 0.0001

BC:CD 2 0.000350 0.000175 3.3 0.0377

CV:DS 6 0.001315 0.000219 4.1 0.0004

BC:DS 6 0.004801 0.000800 15 2.947e-16

CD:DS 3 0.005803 0.001934 36.4 <2.2e-16

CV:DP 4 0.000709 0.000177 3.3 0.0102

BC:DP 4 0.002463 0.000616 11.6 4.118e-09

CD:DP 2 0.001859 0.000929 17.5 3.918e-08

DS:DP 4 0.031746 0.007937 149.1 <2.2e-16

TT:CV:BC 4 0.000605 0.000151 2.8 0.0233

TT:CV:DP 4 0.000583 0.000146 2.7 0.0278

CD:DS:DP 4 0.001009 0.000252 4.7 0.0008

TT:CV:BC:DP 8 0.001172 0.000146 2.78 0.0053

TT:CD:DS:DP 4 0.000510 0.000128 2.4 0.0489

TT:CV:BC:DS:DP 16 0.001563 0.000098 1.8 0.0235

Table 5 Main effects and interactions for the milk-run operator
utilization rate

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value P value

TT 1 0.00001 0.00001 3.2e+00 0.0744

CV 2 0.00234 0.00117 3.7e+02 <2.2e-16

BC 2 0.00206 0.00103 3.2e+02 <2.2e-16

CD 1 0.51226 0.51226 1.6e+05 <2.2e-16

DS 3 0.00524 0.00175 5.5e+02 <2.2e-16

DP 2 0.00269 0.00134 4.2e+02 <2.2e-16

CV:BC 4 0.00052 0.00013 4.1e+01 <2.2e-16

CD:DS 3 0.00005 0.00002 5.6e+00 0.0008

CV:DP 4 0.00006 0.00002 4.9e+00 0.0006

BC:DP 4 0.00005 0.00001 4.2e+00 0.0022

DS:DP 4 0.00080 0.00020 6.3e+01 <2.2e-16

TT:BC:DS 6 0.00004 0.00001 2.3e+00 0.0341
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A breakdown of the delay of supply cycle start time togeth-
er with the delay probability is presented on Fig. 4. Here, OUT
values that are beyond the whiskers are due to a high CV. It
can be noticed that the milk-run material delivery method is
quite reliable, and even significant operator delays will not
lower the throughput rate dramatically.

The third most important factor is the coefficient of varia-
tion (F=371; P<2.2e-16). Figure 5 shows the impact of this
factor on the throughput rate. A higher variance in processing
times causes the system to be less stable and less capable of
producing smaller amount of goods. However, even the
highest CV=0.3 reduces production by just 6 %. Buffer ca-
pacity (F=319; P<2.2e-16) is also statistically important but a
small buffer only reduces median production by just 6 %.

5.2 Work in process

Work in progress (WIP) is calculated as the sum of all semi-
finished products excluding parts (materials) stored in bins at
every workstation. Table 3 presents the results of a six-way
ANOVA of the main effects and up to four-way interactions.
Here again, takt time and cycle duration are not statistically
important. Only buffer capacity has an impact on work in
progress with a more than two orders of magnitude higher
value of F=4664 and P<2.2e-16. This is typical for any as-
sembly line, not only for those with a milk-run delivery. Me-
dianWIP values (Fig. 6) grow from about 14 for a small buffer
to over 30 for a buffer with a capacity of 5 products.

The rest of the parameters, although statistically significant,
influence work in progress minimally. For example, analyzing
the coefficient of variation F=24 with P=9.168e-11 reveals
that increasing CV (see Figs. 7) from 0.05 to 0.3, the
WIP median increases from 21.5 to 23, which is just 6 %.

5.3 Workstation starvation

Workstation starvation (WS) occurs when a worker has to stop
work due to a lack of materials in the bins. This parameter is
calculated as the ratio of time when the necessary parts were
unavailable on the workstations to the total available working time

LP ¼ ∑itu

∑ita

where i is the workstation number, tu is the time when parts were
unavailable on the i-thworkstation and ta is the available working
time.

Fig. 9 Milk-run operator utilization rate (U) vs. milk-run cycle duration (CD)

Fig. 10 Milk-run utilization rate
(U) vs. delay of supply cycle start
time (DS) and delay probability
(DP)
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Table 4 presents the main factors and up to five-way
interactions. All factors, except takt time, have an impact
on workstation starvation with a probability P<2.2e-16.
Workstation starvation is the factor which is affected by
the greatest number of factors and interactions. Again, the
delay of milk-run operator cycle start and delay probabil-
ity have the highest impact with, respectively, F=1324
and F=998. Their two-way interaction is also significant
at F=149.

Increases in the delay of milk-run operator cycle
start (DS) and delay probability (DT) result in greater
workstation starvation (see Fig. 8). A milk-run tour delayed for
0.2 of its length will increase workstation starvation by about
0.02. This small change in starvation can imply significant
changes in throughput rate in the occurrence of unfavourable
circumstances like a low buffer capacity and a high coefficient
of variation. If BC=1 then when one workstation stops due to a
parts shortage, almost immediately all others workstations stop
too. A high buffer capacity could only sustain production for a
limited time. The median of workstation starvation is about 0.06
when the delay of supply cycle start time and delay probability
are at their highest levels. This causes themedian of OUT to drop
by approx 15 %. This shows that even frequent and long delays
do not dramatically increase workstation starvation and as a con-
sequence do not significantly reduce throughput rate. However,
all planned milk-run tours must be completed, no matter how
long the delay is.

5.4 Milk-run operator utilization rate (U)

The milk-run operator can be assigned to one long route or
several shorter routes. In our case, we assume that our assem-
bly line is just one of the lines served by the operator. Here, we
analyze how much of the working shift time the operator
spends supplying the assembly line. As it was stated in sec-
tion 3, we are not interested in what themilk-run operator does
during the rest of the time, thus the utilization rate (U) is rather
small as it is calculated in relation to the duration of the entire
shift. It is obvious that one tour per shift takes less than two
tours. This can be seen from the ANOVA results where cycle
duration (CD) is the most significant factor with F=160810
and P<2.2e-16 (see Table 5 and Fig. 9). It is quite interesting
how other parameters affect the time needed for serving (di-
rectly translating into utilization rate) the assembly line by the
milk-run operator.

Almost all factors except takt time are statistically impor-
tant for the utilization rate; the same is for many two-way
interactions. F values are quite high and P values are small.
Let us have a closer look at two factors that were already
studied in detail in the previous sections and are closely relat-
ed to the performance of the milk-run operator, i.e. delay of
supply cycle start time (DS) and delay probability (DP). For
both factors, changes of their levels translate into changes in
the operator utilization rate. But when we analyze Figure 10, it
can be seen that the change is in reality quite insignificant as

Table 6 All results: averages with half width at 95 % confidence level

Throughput rate
(OUT)

Work in process
(WIP)

Milk-run operator
utilization rate (U)

Workstation
starvation (WS)

Takt time (TT) Present 2509±6 22.2±0.3 0.127±0.001 0.02±0.001

Absent 2504±6 22.2±0.3 0.127±0.001 0.021±0.001

Buffer capacity (BC) 1 2441±7 14.0±0.1 0.125±0.001 0.016±0.001

3 2524±7 22.4±0.1 0.127±0.001 0.021±0.001

5 2554±7 30.2±0.2 0.128±0.001 0.024±0.001

Cycle duration (CD) Once per shift 2506±6 22.2±0.3 0.105±0.0001 0.018±0.001

Twice per shift 2507±6 22.2±0.3 0.149±0.0001 0.024±0.001

Coefficient of variation (CV) 0.05 2563±7 21.6±0.4 0.129±0.001 0.029±0.001

0.15 2520±7 22.3±0.4 0.127±0.001 0.021±0.001

0.3 2437±7 22.7±0.4 0.125±0.001 0.018±0.001

Delay of supply cycle start time (DS) 0 2626±7 22.9±0.4 0.130±0.001 0.0001±0.00001

0.2 2583±6 22.6±0.4 0.129±0.001 0.007±0.0003

0.5 2492±7 22.0±0.4 0.127±0.001 0.023±0.0009

1 2405±6 21.7±0.4 0.124±0.001 0.039±0.0014

Delay probability (DP) 0 2626±14 22.9±0.4 0.130±0.001 0.0001±0.00001

0.1 2571±14 22.5±0.4 0.129±0.001 0.009±0.001

0.3 2484±15 21.9±0.4 0.126±0.001 0.025±0.001

0.5 2425±17 21.8±0.4 0.125±0.001 0.035±0.001
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the median values are between 0.12 and 0.13. This is a minor
change for the process planners.

6 Discussion and conclusions

Let us summarize the results from the previous section and try
to develop recommendations for managers and industrial en-
gineers who are responsible for seamless production. In this
study, with the use of a discrete-event simulation technique,
we explored the interaction of the milk-run operator with an
assembly line organized in accordance with good lean man-
agement practice. The supply of materials was carried out
using a three-bin method. The parameters of the assembly line
simulation model were selected carefully, mainly with a view
to highlighting the impact of the operator actions and not the
line as such. For this reason, the durations of the technological
operations on all workstations were the same. This is quite
unrealistic, but if we assume that these times varied and as a
result some workers had some idle time, the results of the
study would be blurred. For example, some buffers would
build upwithout a connection to the milk-run operator actions.

The research question was if and how much disturbances
occurring in the production environment (time variability of
technological operations and supply cycle, delays of supply
cycles) and management decisions (takt presence, buffer ca-
pacity, supply cycle duration) affect operations at a typical
assembly line. Results of the simulation study are presented
in Table 6. Results are presented for four analyzed perfor-
mance measures versus six control parameters.

First, let us have a closer look at management decisions. In
our case of a well-balanced assembly line, the presence or
absence of takt time (TT) did not affect the line. It is straight-
forward that increasing buffer capacity leads to greater work
in progress. But when looking at it from the other side, a milk-
run with three bins allows for a reasonably safe limiting of the
size of buffers. We have examined configurations with a very
small buffer capacity of 1, with and without takt time synchro-
nization, where one could expect that milk-run operator prob-
lems would be directly transferred to the production line. No
such situation happens. This is because the milk-run delivery
system stabilizes the quantity of materials in circulation and
there is an assurance that there are almost always parts in one
of the three bins available for the worker. Decisions about the
frequency of milk runner visits can be considered taking into
account just workstation starvation probability, as it neither
affected throughput rate nor work in progress. Lengthening
the cycle duration leads to lower milk runner utilization, giv-
ing him more time to handle materials to other production
areas but at the cost of higher line-side inventory levels.

Secondly, let us analyze how big an influence on the as-
sembly line disturbances have. One important managerial
problem is variation in the technological operation time

duration. It is not surprising then that as the coefficient of
variation increases, the performance of the line diminishes.
Milk-run with three bins reduces the impact of variations. At
the same time, workstation starvation drops by one third be-
cause the line production rate falls, i.e. demand for material is
lower, and material supply is unaffected. Even more interest-
ing results are obtained in investigating what happens when
the milk runner cycle is delayed because of external problems.
Even a severe situation, when the start time is delayed by one
full delivery cycle, and with it happening on average every
second cycle, does not bother the line as much as one would
expect.

The most important outcome of the research is that the
milk-run system is a very stable supply of parts to the produc-
tion line. The experimental design we created included quite
severe disturbances. The analysis conducted showed that the
milk-run system was able to recover very quickly from even
big problems like long and frequent delays in parts delivery. In
extreme cases, the throughput rate dropped at most 15 %. In
many cases, smaller disturbances had almost no effect on the
performance of the assembly line.

Another conclusion that could be drawn from this study is
that the workload of a milk-run operator could be very high.
Analysis shows that there is no need to leave any kind of
safety time, as any unforeseen disturbances causing delays
will be compensated rapidly.
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